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changes even in the receiving portion of the code enable the
misbehaver to acquire an unfairly high share of the path capacity at the expense of subdued well-behaving cross traffic [8].
Other Internet congestion control protocols are also easily
susceptible to manipulation by greedy parties [9]–[11]. Even
without any manipulation with underlying transport protocols,
misbehaving applications can achieve similar unfair gains
by communicating data over multiple concurrent flows [12].
Furthermore, an application has a luxury of disregarding the
other consumers of its Internet path capacity by sending data
over User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [13] which does not
exercise any form of congestion control.
The performance and security deficiencies of the Internet
architecture are not an oversight amenable to obvious correction. The deficiencies represent the reverse side of the excellent
horizontal scalability exhibited by this generic unassuming
architecture. The ability to interconnect arbitrary numbers of
devices from various administrative domains with no restrictions on communication media is the primary reason for the
stunning ubiquitousness of the Internet. Over the past two
decades, a number of alternative network architectures have
been advocated. Examples include Integrated Services [14],
[15], Differentiated Services [16], and Active Networks [17].
The alternative architectures offered enhanced network services but failed to acquire widespread end-to-end deployment,
partly due to being more complex. These experiences indicate
a fundamental tension between application-aware network
services and scalability.
The imperfections of the incumbent Internet architecture
has fed a growing frustration among the large-scale science
community that suffered most acutely from the inability of
the Internet to translate tremendous capacities of optical communication media into adequate performance of large-scale
scientific applications. Early attempts to remedy the status
quo focused on automatic tuning of the Internet protocol
suite [18]–[21]. However, accumulated empirical evidence
revealed that neither modification of the existing Internet
transport protocols nor design of new protocols within the
Internet framework is likely to yield satisfactory support for
the challenging communication needs of large-scale science.
Hence, researchers redirected their efforts to designing new
types of protocols [22], [23] for dedicated large-scale scientific
networks such as UltraScience Net (USN) [24], [25].

Abstract—Within the framework of the Diversified Internet
where architecturally different metanetworks coexist on a shared
communication substrate, we present a Large-scale Scientific
Metanetwork (LSM) designated for special communication needs
of large-scale science. LSM emphasizes performance and security
over horizontal scalability and offers two services to users:
prompt-delivery service for quick transfers of bulk data and
assured-capacity service for applications that require delay or
rate guarantees. The prompt-delivery service relies on messagegrained scheduling to provide near-minimal average message
delay while treating each individual message fairly. In support
of the assured-capacity service, LSM maintains differential tree
data structures to store and update advance reservations of
communication capacities. Explicit accounting for real-world
entities involved in communications forms a basis for secure
capacity allocation in LSM.

I. N ETWORKING AND L ARGE -S CALE S CIENCE
Needs of large-scale science have driven the field of highperformance computing and yielded designs that are dramatically different from ubiquitous personal computers with
respect to both performance and architecture. In this paper, we
advocate a view that computer networks for large-scale science
should also differ in architecture from the ubiquitous Internet,
partly in order to sustain high performance of distributed
scientific applications.
Communication requirements of large-scale scientific applications are diverse and range from quick transfers of massive
data sets to guarantees of timely delivery for instrument
control, collaborative visualization, and remote computational
steering [1], [2]. The Internet architecture provides largescale scientific applications with inadequate support across the
whole spectrum of their communication needs. Unrestricted
access to the Internet infrastructure precludes guaranteed network services. Even in the context of best-effort delivery under
current load conditions, the Internet service is significantly
suboptimal [3], [4].
Poor security is another inadequacy that has recently grown
into a major concern about the Internet architecture. In
particular, efficiency and fairness of Internet capacity usage
rests essentially on unwritten rules of ethical behavior. Most
traffic shuttles through the Internet over Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) which prescribes how to transmit data as a flow
of packets [5]–[7]. However, while a selfish party can relatively
straightforwardly change the TCP code at a host, simple
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Running independent global or merely wide-area networks
is an expensive undertaking which only few entities can afford.
Network virtualization [26] offers a more economically viable
alternative for resolving the tension between architectural scalability and application-sensitive network services. In the Diversified Internet [27], [28], multiple end-to-end metanetworks
coexist on a common substrate of physical communication
resources. The diversification abandons the traditional onesize-fits-all paradigm and enables concurrent usage of the
communication substrate by architecturally different networks.
Such virtualization not only amortizes the costs of operating
own end-to-end networks but also (and perhaps more importantly) promotes networking innovation stifled by the current
Internet architecture. This paper presents a metanetwork architecture designed for special communication needs of largescale science.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
elaborates on the vision of the Diversified Internet. Section III
outlines the architecture of the proposed Large-scale Scientific
Metanetwork (LSM). Section IV explains how LSM provides
meaningful network security by considering real-world entities
involved in communications. Section V discusses our preliminary LSM implementation. Finally, Section VI concludes the
paper with a summary and discussion of future work.

for special communication needs of large-scale science. Since
the Internet diversification does not completely eliminate the
tension between scalability and sensitivity to application requirements but merely shifts it to the metanetwork level, each
metanetwork has to find own answers to dealing with this
conflict. The approach taken in LSM is to favor performance
and security over horizontal scalability of the metanetwork
architecture. LSM is envisioned to span a wide geographical
area, contain only predictable high-capacity metalinks, serve
a relatively small number of users at scientific laboratories,
and provide optimized secure support for large-scale scientific
applications.
LSM classifies its metanodes as edge nodes and core nodes.
While core nodes connect only to devices within the network,
edge nodes also serve as access points for applications. An
application either runs in the secure environment provided by
an edge node or is responsible for providing its own secure
connection from its remote location to the edge node. LSM
annotates its metanodes and metalinks explicitly with such
characteristics as capacity, propagation delay, switching type
(packet versus circuit), spatial and temporal granularities of the
capacity allocation. Explicit accounting for the link properties
enables LSM to harvest the full potential of used communication media, e.g., to benefit from statistical multiplexing or
end-to-end optical circuits when possible.

II. D IVERSIFIED I NTERNET

In designing the service interface exposed to applications,
we strive for effective balance between interface expressiveness and internal complexity needed to realize the interface.
The basic abstraction is a logical channel from one edge
node to another. The architecture permits implementing a
channel over multiple physical paths. An application specifies
its communication needs by providing LSM with a request. We
observe that large-scale scientific applications are too diverse
to be satisfied with a single class of service. For instance,
communication requirements are quite different in real-time
visualization of remote computations versus quick transfer of
massive data sets. On the other hand, numerous classes of
service would weigh down the architecture and undermine
its scalability unnecessarily. To achieve the effective balance,
LSM offers two types of service to applications:

The Diversified Internet involves three types of realworld entities: users, metanetwork providers, and infrastructure providers. An infrastructure provider owns and maintains physical communication facilities but does not serve
any users directly. Instead, infrastructure providers lease their
physical communication resources in the form of metanodes
and metalinks to metanetwork providers who supply endto-end services to users. A physical node can encompass
multiple metanodes and hence support multiple metanetworks
concurrently. Also, a user can be a customer of multiple
metanetworks, e.g., because they offer complementary services.
A key innovation of the Diversified Internet is its separation of delivery services from infrastructure provisioning,
which traditional Internet Service Providers (ISPs) bundle
together. This separation helps with addressing the conflict
between functionality and scalability. While metanetworks are
envisioned to be relatively static and few, scalable allocation
of physical resources to metanetworks (rather than flows) is
a hard but manageable task. For each particular metanetwork, the metanetwork provider solely decides on how to
balance scalability versus performance and security of endto-end services. Global Environment for Network Innovations
(GENI) [29] is a planned experimental platform with a large
potential for evaluating and realizing the Diversified Internet
vision.

•

•

Assured-capacity service supplies a channel with assured
properties such as duration, end-to-end capacity, or propagation delay;
Prompt-delivery service delivers an atomic applicationlevel data unit called a message as soon as possible.

With either assured-capacity or prompt-delivery requests, an
application is able to specify whether it wants LSM to deliver
all sent data reliably.
In consistency with the Diversified Internet vision, LSM
comprises a single administrative domain. The single administrative authority not only simplifies metanetwork management but also enables meaningful security, the lack of which
hampers the current Internet.

III. L ARGE - SCALE S CIENTIFIC M ETANETWORK
Within the framework of the Diversified Internet, we propose a Large-scale Scientific Metanetwork (LSM) designated
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keys

Real−world sponsor

To represent the metanetwork provider who sets policies
for LSM usage, authenticates and authorizes sponsors of
applications, our architecture includes a notion of a network
management team. Once again, the network management team
can consist of one individual or multiple real-world entities.
The architecture enables pursuits of administrative, economic,
and other goals in capacity allocation by characterizing realworld sponsors with attributes called keys and weights and
giving control over the attribute values to the network management team. Keys determine who can sponsor an application.
Weights describe relative importance of sponsors and direct
how the metanetwork resources are shared during contention.
Figure 1 illustrates capacity allocation in LSM. The network management team provides valid keys to the authorized
sponsors and arbiter which allocates network resources in
response to requests from applications. The sponsors pass
their keys to sponsored applications. The arbiter admits for
consideration only those requests that contain valid keys.
The arbiter translates the admitted requests into a capacity
allocation schedule according to the sponsor weights supplied
by the network management team. To protect privacy of the
real-world entities, the arbiter provides the applications with
anonymized versions of the capacity allocation schedule.
Sponsor keys and weights are control knobs of the arbiter.
This external guidance by the network management team is
optional. The arbiter can operate autonomously with default
settings of keys and weights, such as equal weights for all
real-world sponsors from a list authorized at the time of
configuration.
The existence of two service classes brings out the question
what constitutes a fair resolution of conflicting requests, both
within and between the classes. To address the challenge of
inter-class fairness, we identify the following preferences of
application requests:
• Assured-capacity requests favor delayed acquisition of assured network resources over immediate communication
at an unpredictable rate;
• Prompt-delivery requests prefer the fastest delivery of
their messages, even if conducted at an unpredictable rate.
Hence, our arbiter uses time for resolving inter-class resource
contentions: wait of assured-capacity requests is balanced
against completion time of prompt-delivery requests. Since
LSM strives to honor all granted assured-capacity requests,
potential unfairness to future requests is tackled by keeping
a fraction of network resources unavailable for reservation.
The fraction is larger for times further away from the current
moment. As the latter advances, the arbiter releases preserved
resources. Instead of an outright reject due to unavailability
of requested resources, the assured-capacity request receives
an option of being automatically reconsidered as preserved
resources are released.
The LSM architecture also incorporates mechanisms for
network monitoring and protection against attacks. The monitoring mechanism collects resource usage statistics and warns
the network management team and users about abnormal
situations. Protection mechanisms include access control and
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Network capacity allocation in LSM.

IV. N ETWORK S ECURITY AND R EAL - WORLD E NTITIES
A prominent feature of LSM is secure allocation of network
resources among real-world entities such as individuals and
organizations. The traditional approach to network security
ignores the active role that real-world entities play in the
capacity consumption. Consequently, algorithms for fair endto-end congestion control or link scheduling allocate resources
between packet flows or other purely technical entities. This
approach is inherently flawed because flows and processes
that generate them are massively replicable by a real-world
entity. Even if a network design incorporates mechanisms for
validating the identities of flows or processes that generate
them, the real-world entity behind an application can subvert
the fairness objectives of the design and acquire an unfairly
high portion of the network capacity by expressing its communication demands through a multitude of flows or processes.
We remedy this traditional flaw by enriching the metanetwork architecture with an explicit notion of a real-world
sponsor of an application. The real-world sponsor can be
a private individual or a representative of an organization.
Applications – e.g., Terascale Supernova [1] and other multiuser applications – can have multiple real-world sponsors.
Furthermore, a real-world entity can sponsor multiple applications. LSM allocates its capacity among applications based
on their sponsorship by real-world entities. Hence, the ability
of a real-world entity to boost the capacity allocation for a
favored application reduces to the capability of soliciting extra
sponsorship from other authorized real-world entities.
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Message-grained scheduling for the prompt-delivery service: SFS versus SRPT and PS.

rate limiting that prevent a misbehaving party from using LSM
in violation of the capacity allocation schedule.

algorithms that are significantly more efficient than PS and
sustain average delay close to the minimum attained under the
unfair SRPT [3], [4], [35]. A specific scheme is our Shortest
Fair Sojourn (SFS) that schedules a shortest message unless
this precludes other pending messages from finishing before
their PS completion times; in the latter case, SFS schedules a
message with the closest PS finish time [4].
Figure 2 reports results for simulations with 3,000 messages
over a 10-Tbps path. Message sizes are uniformly distributed
between 100 GB and 100 TB. The messages arrive according
to a Poisson process with such an average rate that yields
desired load. Figure 2a shows a cumulative distribution of
starvation stretch, i.e., the ratio of message delay to message
delay under PS. Under SFS, all messages finish no later than
under PS, and most of them complete much earlier. Figure 2b
plots average letup, the ratio of average delay to average
delay under SRPT. In contrast to PS, SFS significantly reduces
average delay and consistently provides SRPT-like efficiency.
The prompt-delivery service consumes capacity remained
after granted assured-capacity requests. To support advance
reservations for assured-capacity requests, the arbiter maintains tree data structures that represent availability of link
capacities [36]–[39]. Each vertex of the differential trees
contains a three-tuple describing a time interval with the
start of the time interval, maximum extra capacity available
across the interval, and maximum extra capacity within a
subinterval. For example, the available capacity depicted in
Figure 3 might be represented with an eight-node threelevel tree where the root summarizes the capacity availability
before and after time 14 with tuples (0, 4, 4) and (14, 2, 8)
respectively. The differential trees enable the arbiter to check
for capacity availability and update the reservation schedule
with logarithmic time complexity.

V. LSM I MPLEMENTATION
To implement the secure allocation of LSM resources between real-world entities, we borrow a technique of tokens
from USN [24]. An authorized sponsor receives unforgeable
tokens according to the sponsor’s weight and is free to distribute the tokens among sponsored applications in an arbitrary
manner. An application collects tokens from its sponsors and
distributes the tokens among its requests supplied to the arbiter.
Based on tokens provided with a request, the arbiter decides
whether and when the request is granted. An acceptance of
a request indicates start time and bitrate for the allocated
channel. To support efficient utilization of network resources,
applications are allowed to transmit opportunistically in excess
of the allocated channel rate. However, if excessive transmission causes contention at a link, traffic beyond the allocated
rate is served from a low-priority queue. To secure the network
against unauthorized traffic, edge nodes receive random seeds
from the arbiter and apply one-way hash chains [30], [31] to
verify that forwarded traffic corresponds to granted requests.
The prompt-delivery service is primarily geared toward
quick transfer of long messages. Fur such transfers, the capacity of a bottleneck link on the path from the source to the
destination is the main factor determining minimal achievable
delays. Hence, we seek to build the service around a fair
efficient algorithm for allocating the bottleneck link capacity.
While Shortest Remaining Processing Time (SRPT) schedules
messages preemptively in the order of their remaining transmission delays and is optimally efficient [32], the minimal
average delay comes at the expense of potential unfairness:
SRPT starves large messages by delaying them without bound
in some settings with heavy load [33]. Processor Sharing (PS)
achieves fairness by instantaneously allocating equal shares of
the bottleneck capacity to all pending messages [34]. However,
average delay of messages under PS is significantly higher.
Recent research unveiled a class of fair message-grained

VI. C ONCLUSION
Within the framework of the Diversified Internet where
architecturally different metanetworks coexist on a shared
communication substrate, we proposed LSM, a metanetwork
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Fig. 3. Sample profile of capacity availability for assured-capacity requests.

for large-scale science. LSM emphasizes performance and
security over horizontal scalability. Explicit accounting for
real-world entities involved in communications forms a basis
for secure capacity allocation. LSM offers two services to
users: prompt-delivery service for quick transfers of bulk data
and assured-capacity service for applications that require delay
or rate guarantees.
Our LSM implementation clearly needs further work. We
plan to extend our algorithms to handle general network
topologies with multiple bottleneck links. For the promptdelivery service, a likely consequence is a relaxed fairness criterion. With respect to the assured-capacity service, LSM will
offer several resolutions of the advance reservation process,
ranging from quick approximate check to thorough search for
availability with flexible start times for reserved channels.
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